The Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs) are gatherings of researchers in computational linguistics. All participants in the conference develop software systems which perform natural language understanding tasks defined by the conference committee. The systems are evaluated based on how their output compares with the output of human linguists. The MUC scoring software is used in that comparison.
a slot may be marked "optional" by placing a slash character ("/") before the very first fill of the object. If the response object includes the optional slot, then the response fill and object fill are compared like any other fills. If the response object doesn't have the optional slot, no points are scored against it. a slot may contain "alternative" fills, separated by a slash character as the first non-blank character on a line. The response fill is matched with whichever of the alternatives gives the best "f"-score for that fill. the entire object may be marked optional, by including the "status" slot, with a fill of "optional". If an optional object is aligned with a response object, it is scored like any other object. But if no response object aligns with the optional object, no points are scored against the response.
Template File Caveats
The information extraction task descriptions often include a BNF which describes the different types of objects in the task. The scorer makes some some further assumptions about the format of template files which are not specified in the BNF's:
all objects from a document should be grouped in one place in the template file. an object's header should be on its own line. if a line has a slot name, the name should be the first non-blank token on the line. there should be only one fill per line. a line containing a fill may have "link information" at the end of the line: SLOT_NAME: "a slot fill" ##392#404#textsfilename This is a pair of pound signs ("##") followed by the "start offset" of the fill, then a single pound sign followed by the "end offset" of the fill, then another single pound sign, followed by the name of the texts file. None of the offset information is used in scoring, but it may be used in later versions of the scorer to highlight portions of the texts file. At present the scorer reads the start offset and end offset, but ignores the name of the texts file. The texts file name should not contain any pound signs. comments may be inserted into the template files on lines that have a pound sign or a semicolon as the very first character on a line.
SGML Task Files
The coreference and named entity tasks involve adding Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) to the the texts file to create the key and response files.
The Scoring Software's View of SGML
SGML is a very flexible and powerful language for adding structure to computer documents. The MUC scoring software recognizes a subset of SGML when it scores the coreference and named entity tasks. This discussion is a (very) simplified description of SGML.
An SGML tag is a character string inserted into a text file. Tags usually come in pairs, consisting of an open tag and a close tag. A pair of tags enclose a section of the text. For example, here is a piece of text, then the same text with some SGML tags added.
Be glad you don't work On the Bungle-bung bridge, That they're building Across Boober Bay at Bum Ridge.
<ADVICE>
Be glad you don't work On the <STRUCTURE>Bungle-bung bridge</STRUCTURE>, That they're building Across <BODY TYPE="WATER">Boober Bay</BODY> at <LOC>Bum Ridge</LOC>. </ADVICE> Open tags start with an open angle bracket, and are followed immediately by the generic identifier for that type of tag. Next come a sequence of attribute definitions for that type of tag. The end of an open tag is the close angle bracket. Close tags start with an open angle bracket, then a slash and the same generic identifier as close tag. Close tags don't have attributes.
In the above example, the three tag pairs have generic identifiers ADVICE, STRUCTURE, BODY, and LOC. Only the BODY tag has an attribute, named TYPE, with a value of WATER.
Conversion of SGML tags to MUC objects
In all MUC tasks, the texts file already has some SGML tags. In the coreference and named entity tasks, the annotators and systems add more tags to the texts to create the keys and responses. The scoring software converts the tags (together with the text they enclose) into objects which have the same internal structure as the objects for the information extraction tasks.
For example, here's some text marked up with TIMEX tags, which were part of the MUC6 named entity task.
<TIMEX TYPE="DATE" ALT="fiscal 1994">the first six months of fiscal 1994</TIMEX> The scorer would convert the text into an object which in a template file would look like this:
<TIMEX-DOCNUM1-1> := TEXT: "the first six months of fiscal 1994" /"fiscal 1994" TYPE: DATE
SGML task caveats
In the coreference and named entity tasks, there are some things to be careful of when you are preparing keys or responses. One thing is to not delete or insert any characters outside of the SGML tags. Doing this almost always confuses the scoring software and lowers the score. To see if you've changed anything you shouldn't have, you can use the unix "sed" command, or something similar, as in this example with the coreference tags: 
Output File Formats
The MUC scoring software prints several reports to show how the key and response compared. There is a score report, which only shows "the numbers." There's also report summary, which shows in more detail how the key and response objects were aligned. For the coreference task, there is a "partitions" file, which shows how the key and response equivalence classes compared. And there is a "map history" file, which gives a detailed, if not very readable, description of how the objects were aligned.
Report Summary Files
The "report summary" files show how the fills and objects of the keys and responses align. There are three types of report summary files: one for the coreference task, one for the named entity task, and one for the information extraction tasks.
Coreference Report Summaries
Here's a section of a report summary file from the coreference task: Document 930620083 COR "Clinton" "Clinton" COR "Clinton" "Clinton" COR "the White House" "White House" COR "The current briefing room" "The current briefing room" MIS "allies of the securities exchanges" "" MIS "securities" "" MIS "Clinton transition officials" "" MIS "government" "" MIS "the committee" "" SPU "" "Kitty Higgins" SPU "" "an aide" SPU "" "Michigan" OPT "the Clinton camp" "" OPT "the government" "" OPT "briefing" ""
A coreference report summary shows how the COREF objects were aligned by the scorer. Each line has three fields. The first field is a three letter abbreviation telling how a pair of objects are aligned. The abbeviations are:
COR
Correct. The key and response objects agree.
MIS
Missing. There was a key object but no response object. SPU Spurious. There was a response object but no key object. OPT
Optional. There was a key object but no response object, but the key object was marked "optional".
The second field gives the text from the key object (if any), and the third field gives the text from the reponse object.
Named Entity Report Summaries
Here's a section of a report summary from the Named Entity task: The named entity report summary file gives a one-line-per-object-pair description of how the objects were aligned. Each line has seven fields. The first is the generic identifier of the tag which defines the object. The second and third contain three-letter abbreviations for how the key and response objects or fills compared. The abbreviations are:
cor Correct. The key and response fills agree. inc Incorrect. The key and response fills disagree. mis
Missing. There was a key fill but no response fill. spu
Spurious. There was a response fill but no key fill. opt
Optional. There was a key object but no response object, but the key object was marked "optional". The key object's fills are also counted as "optional".
The fourth and fifth fields are the key and response TYPE fills, if there are any. The sixth and seventh fields are the key and response TEXT fields. If the key contained more than one TEXT fill (through use of the ALT attribute), the one that was aligned with the response fill is the one shown.
If you are interested in seeing all alternatives, you can specify that you want to use the information-extraction-style report summary files. Just include the line Optional. There was a key but no response, and the key object or slot was marked optional. uns Unscored. The object or slot isn't scored. rem
Removed. This is for pointers to optional objects. If a key pointer points to an optional key object that was not aligned with any response object, the fill is "removed," and doesn't count toward the score.
The second column shows the name of the slots for the key and response object for the line (and the lines following if there are multiple fills in the slot).
The third and fourth columns show the key and response object records, respectively.
Coreference "Partition" Files
For the coreference task, there is an extra report generated, which shows the COREF objects' equivalence classes, and how they are partitioned by the comparison between keys and responses. Key equivalence classes are surrounded by star characters (*****), and response equivalence classes by equal signs (=====).
Here is a portion of a partition file that gives one key equivalence class from a MUC 6 document.
**************************************************** **************************************************** Each line containing COREF objects begins with a "C" or an "M", for "correct" or "missing." Correct objects' lines have, in order from left to right, the start offset of the noun phrase in the texts file. the end offset of the noun phrase in the texts file. the ID of the key COREF object. the ID of the key COREF object to which this object points (or "NULL" if the object has no REF attribute). the ID of the response COREF object aligned with the key coref object. the noun phrase that was marked up to create the object.
In the "missing" objects' lines, the fields are the same except the response object's ID is, of course, missing. Note that there are blank lines between some of the COREF object lines. These show the partitions of the key equivalence class by the response. While the key ties together every noun phrase between the stars, the response doesn't, so there are "breaks" in the equivalence class. These breaks are what are counted to get the recall error. The precision error is got from the response equivalence classes in a symmetric manner.
Map History Files
The "map history" output file is meant primarily for other computer programs to read. It consists of one large Tcl-style list. Each element of this list is itself a list which corresponds to one "document" from the keys and/or responses file. The document lists also contain lists, and this nesting of lists continues on down to the single fill level. Lists in the hierarchy consist of attribute name/attribute value pairs. Attribute names start with a hyphen.
The Hierarchy of Map History Lists
In hierarchy order, the attributes are: 
Description of Map History Attributes
Attribute values are strings, lists, integers, or nonexistent if the attribute's presence alone implies something. At present, the attributes are:
class_name the name of a object type, e.g. "ENAMEX". class_pairs a list describing how the groups of objects of the same type were aligned. class_tallies single-fill tallies for all objects of one type in one document. clean_fill How a single string fill looks when it is compared to another fill. Leading and trailing whitespace has been trimmed, certain substrings have been removed, and all intertoken whitespaces are changed to single space characters. For example, the string "a corporation that manages the Seaport" would be changed to "that manages the seaport" (depending on how the scorer is configured), because the premodifier "a" and the corporate designator "corporation" are both removed, and all characters are made lowercase. docnum the string identifying the document in the texts file doctallies the totals of the (in order) possible, actual, correct, partial, incorrect, missing, spurious, and noncommittal single-fill "tallies" for the entire document. doc_section in the SGML tasks (named entity and coreference), the name SGML tags which enclose the object in the texts document, e.g. "HEADLINE" or "TEXT". fill the fill as it appeared in the key or response file (with one exception: in the coreference task's REF fill, this is how the REF attribute would look if it were written as a template object pointer). key_obj_id
The identification string of the key object of the pair. key_obj_optional
Whether the object in the key is marked optional. This attribute has no value following it in the list; its presence alone means the key was marked optional. key_obj_rep_id Almost always the same as the key_obj_id. In the scenario template task of past MUC's, there have been objects in the key that are "identical". All objects are put in equivalence classes (different from the equivalence classes of the coreference task), so that pointers to any object in an equivalence class are still counted correct, even though they don't point to exactly the same object. key_obj_end_offset in the SGML tasks (named entity and coreference), the position in the texts file, measured from the beginning of the file, where the close tag for the object is. key_obj_start_offset in the SGML tasks (named entity and coreference), the position in the texts file, measured from the beginning of the file, where the open tag for the object is. key_single_fill a list describing the single fill from the key. key_slot_optional whether the slot was marked optional in the key. This attribute has no value associated with it. If the attribute name is there, it means the slot was marked optional. multi_fill_pairs the list describing how the key slot fill alternatives were aligned with the response alternatives. (When scoring system responses, there should be only one response alternative. For interannotator comparisons, both key and response may have many alternatives.) multi_fill_tallies the tallies for the single fills in this pairing of alternatives (see multi_fill_pairs). obj_pair_status How the objects of a pair compared at the object-level; correct, incorrect, etc. obj_pair_tallies the tallies for the single fills in this pair of objects. obj_pairs a list describing how objects of one type were aligned. rsp_obj_id
The identification string of the rsp object of the pair. rsp_obj_optional
Whether the object in the response is marked optional. rsp_obj_rep_id Almost always the same as the rsp_obj_id. In the scenario template task of past MUC's, there have been objects in response that are identical. All objects are put in equivalence classes (different from the equivalence classes of the coreference task), so that pointers to any object in an equivalence class are still counted correct, even though they don't point to exactly the same object. rsp_single_fill a list describing the single fill from the response. single_fill_pair_status A three-character abbreviation for how the two single fills in a pair compared. single_fill_pair_tallies Another way for writing the single_fill_pair_status, that is compatible with all other tallies up the hierarchy. single_fill_pairs the list describing how one list of key single fills (possibly from many alternatives) was aligned with one list of response single fills. slot_name the name of the slots which are paired here. slot_pairs the list describing how the two objects' slots compared. slot_tallies the tallies for the single fills in this slot's comparison. type the type of the single fill (set fill, string fill, or pointer fill).
Score Files Information Extraction Score Report
Figure shows one page from a scores file for the MUC-6 scenario template task. There is one page of scores for each document in the task, plus one page for the totals over all documents. Each page is divided into four sections. The first section shows the "text filtering" or "relevance" scores. These have to do with judging whether each document is even relevant to the scenario the NLP system should be looking for. The second section gives the object scores, which shows how the keys and response agree at the object level. The third section shows how well the keys and responses agree at the slot fill level. Only the slot scores determine the final scores, which are the last thing on a page.
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Named Entity Score Report
Here is a page from a score report for the named entity task: The report has several parts:
-----+-------------+--------------+------------------------

------------------------+-------------+--------------+------------------------
-----------------------+-------------+--------------+------------------------
subtask scores Each named entity tag contains an attribute categorizing the marked-up text. This section shows how well the response did for each category. section scores Each document is already marked up with SGML even before the keys and responses are made. This section summarizes how the response did for each "section" of the SGML document. object scores Tallies at the object level. These tallies don't contribute to the final score at the bottom of the page. slot scores Tallies at the slot level. It is the slot level tallies which are used to determine the final score.
